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Preface

The pyroelectric detector has different characteristics than

photon detectors used in quantum receivers. Consequently, it hasn't

been until recently that receiver design using a pyroelectric element

as the detector has been considered. The present emphasis is mainly

attributed to the growing need for an uncooled thermal detector which

can respond favorably under adverse conditions.

Recent developments in receiver design have been made to produce

a solid-state pyroelectric detector array (Ref 22). However, fundamental

problems such as sensitivity, spatial resolution, heat loading of the

solid-state substrate and a technologically feasible fabrication tech-

nique had to be overcome. In this work I don't claim any contributions

to those problems, however, I do present a means of optimally processing

a signal transduced by a single point detector from noise generated by

the detector. This contribution to the receiver design is a practical

application of frequency equalization of the detector response.

The presentation of material covered provides only the main

parameters influencing the radiation transduction to the output signal.

There are some areas such as the derivation of the dielectric loss

tangent and approximation of the electrical time constant which have

not been clearly stated in the literature. I attempt to clarify the

derivations in the appendices by introducing approximations essential

to agreement with results confirmed in the literature. However, not all

results in the literature are accurate. As an example Vander Ziel

(Ref 31) describes a noise current spectral density which, without

clarification, is incorrect. This mistake is noted and an accurate

clarification is stated in chapter IV.



The bibliography does not include every reference, obviously.

However, a review of work done in pyroelectricity has been compiled in

a "Literature Guide to Pyroelectricity," by Lang (Ref 13). Putley

(Ref 20;21) presents the pyroelectric in a developmental role and a

design for a-frequency compensated detector.

I want to thank my thesis advisor, Capt Stanley R. Robinson, for

his patience and suggestions during-the thesis development. I also

want to thank Dr. Theodore E. Luke, my faculty advisor, and Major Joseph

Carl for their comments and review of the draft. I also thank Diana

Hudson for typing the draft. Most of all, I thank the Lord for His

mercy, patience, love, and grace shown toward us all (Matthew 11:28-30).

Michael J. Goodman
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Abstract

An optical receiver operable over a broad spectral range of the

infrared region is possible using a pyroelectric point detector. The

pyroelectric detector is modeled as a transducer of thermal radiation

to an electrical signal cascaded with an R-C network. The pyroelectric

signal is amplified by a preamplifier network. The sensor is, there-

fore, modeled as a linear bandpass filter.

The preamplifier is configured in two modes, the voltage mode

which limits the response to a narrow electrical bandwidth, and the

current mode which broadens the response over a wide electrical band-

width. The responsivity bandwidth product is dependent upon the pre-

amplifier components determined by the mode of operation. However,

pulse widths and pulse repetition rates can be calculated without re-

gard to mode of operation.

The detector performance is theoretically limited by fluctuations

of the incident radiation and is practically constrained by the ther-

mally generated noise within the preamplifier components. The optical

receiver signal processing consists of a whitening filter cascaded with

a matched filter. The filter network is used to optimally process the

sensor output. The processing scheme provides a signal-to-noise im-

provement of 106 over straight detection.

xii



OPTICAL RECEIVER DESIGN

USING PYROELECTRIC DETECTORS

I. Introduction

The pyroelectric detecto transduces incident infrared radiation

into an electrical signal. The electrical signal may be amplified by a

network and processed by filtering noise effects from the detector

output. The combination of detector, preamplifier, and filtering net-

work constitute what is defined as the optical receiver in this thesis.

The front end of the receiver, such as the lens system and spectral

filters, are omitted from the receiver design. The detector-pre-

amplifier combination is defined as the sensor and the filtering network

may be referred to as the post detection processor. The post detection

processor is used to equalize the frequency response of the noise power

density so as to utilize matched filtering techniques.

Objectives

The objectives of the design include: (1) presentation of the

operating characteristics of pyroelectrics, by analyzing equivalent

circuit models, noise sources, and different operating configurations;

(2) examine a post detection processing scheme to measure such para-

meters as narrow pulse widths, pulse energy, and pulse repetition rate;

(3) determine optimum post detection processing to estimate the para-

meters previously mentioned and to include noise effects on computing

measurement accuracy; and (4) comuent on the design complexity. Each

objective presented is dependent upon the ability to describe the

radiation transduction characteristics of the detector.



Background

In an article Lin & Long (Ref 15) present a comprehensive review

of the pyroelectric detector and the materials used for such detectors.

The presentation treats both the ideal and practical pyroelectric detec-

tor. However, the practical detector responsivity is described by the

heat transfer through various layers of materials used in the trans-

ducers, whereas, the ideal detector is described merely by the thermal

properties of the pyroelectric. Another review of pyroelectric detec-

tors is presented by Putley (Ref 20;21). The description of the

detector is given by including the equivalent preamplifier network with

the detector and denoting the response as that of the pyroelectric

detector. In such an analysis the thermally generated noise within the

resistive element does not distinguish between dielectric loss and the

load resistance noise sources.

The description of the noise sources in pyroelectric detectors is

presented by Vander Ziel (Ref 31). In the presentation the noise

sources present in the pyroelectric detector include: (1) radiation

noise, (2) temperature-fluctuation noise, (3) detector thermal noise,

(4) load thermal noise, (5) gate noise of the preamplifier, and (6)

amplifier voltage noise. There exists an inconsistency in Vander Ziel's

definition of the detector thermal noise and noise power density defi-

nitions. That inconsistency can only be corrected when it is stated

that the loss tangent is inversely proportional with frequency over the

range of interest. The temperature-fluctuation and dielectric loss

(detector thermal noise) noise sources are equivalent when the pyro-

electric is a low loss material as presented by Stokowski (Ref 28).

The analysis is rather complicated, however, it assumes that the

2



dielectric constant is small.

The response of the pyroelectric detector is analyzed by Peterson,

etal. (Ref 18). The magnitude of the detector response is plotted

for various materials and parameters. The response dependence upon

temperature change is accomplished by modulating the incident radiation

at frequencies greater than 10 Hz.

There are several articles found in literature related to various

aspects of the pyroelectric detector. The most significant articles

previously mentioned have been used to develop what follows as the

presentation of the pyroelectric detector application in an optical

receiver. The parameter values used consistently throughout the text

are given in Table I, for a pyroelectric element made of Triglycine

Sulphate (TGS).

The pyroelectric detector properties are described in Chapter Two.

In Chapter Three, the sensor responsivity is defined. Chapter Four,

presents the noise sources generated within the sensor unit and the

noise filtering network is presented in Chapter Five.

3
3
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Table I

S, Detector Parameters

Symbol Value

A Sensitive Detector Area 10 2 cm

*b Detector Thickness 25 x 10 cm

CT CEbA Thermal Capacitance 6.25 x 1O- 5 J/°K

Cd CREoA/b Detector Capacitance 12.39 pF

CE Volume Specific Heat 2.5J/cm3°K
w

9R ~ Radiative Loss Conductanc .e 6.10 x 10 -
per Unit Area

1 0Preamplifier Gate Current 10- 17 Amp

T Ambient-Material Temperature 3000 K

Tc Curie Temperature 3220K

Thermal Time Constant 10.2 sec

ER Relative Dielectric Permitivity 35

* Pyroelectric Coefficient 4 x I0- 8 Asec/cm2oK

k Boltznann Constant 1.38 x 10- 23 JlK

o Stephan-Boltzmann Constant 5.67 x 10- 12 w/cm2°K 4

2
Co  Free Space Permitivity 8.854 x 10- 8  2

N • cm

e Electric Charge 1.602 x 10-19 Amp sec

4



II. Pyroelectric Detector Properties

The pyroelectric detector response to thermal radiation is

dependent upon the pyroelectric effect. The detectors electrical

properties are related to the thermodynamic properties of the crystal-

line material by the pyroelectric coefficient. Pyroelectricity is

described physically as the change with temperature of positive and

negative polarization charges along a unique polarization axis of

crystals belonging to the noncentrosymmetric classes (Ref 4). Mathe-

matically, pyroelectricity is a relation between a scalar (temperature)

and a vector (polarization). When the crystal is held motionless

(clamped), the effect observed is called primary pyroelectricity. With

free expansion of the crystal there is an additional effect called

secondary pyroelectricity due to the piezoelectric nature of the

pyroelectric. The combination of the primary and the secondary effects

is observed as an external electric field.

Pyroelectric materials or pyroelectrics are a class of piezoelectric

materials which exhibit an alteration of the material polarization due

to small changes in temperature. Pyroelectrics have a non-zero polar-

ization, even when the applied external field or applied stress is zero,

referred to as the spontaneous polarization. A polarization may be pro-

duced in some crystals by a hydrostatic pressure (Ref 16:78), which is

a special case of the piezoelectric effect. In some pyroelectrics,

changes of applied field can reduce the polarization to zero and reverse

it. This reversal of the polarization is characteristic of the sub-

group of pyroelectric materials called Ferroelectrics (Ref 3). It is

assumed that the pyroelectric is used at an ambient temperature much

less than the Curie temperature. Excessive heat tends to destroy the

5



ferroelectric order and, at the Curie point, the crystal changes to an

unpolarized state.

Pyroelectric Effect

If the temperature change is uniform over an isotropic crystal,

then the pyroelectric effect is described by a pyroelectric coefficient

vector X,

S= TAT (1)

where F is the polarization vector and T is the temperature. An ex-

ternal electric field will not normally be observed (Ref 20), since if

the material is a conductor, its mobile charge carriers will assume a

distribution which neutralizes the internal moment, while if it is an

insulator, stray charges will be attracted to and trapped on the sur-

faces until the surface charge associated with the polarization is

neutralized. The charge distribution produced in this way near the

surface of an insulator is relatively stable, unable to respond quickly

to sudden changes of the internal dipole moment. Thus, in particular,

if the temperature of the material is changed, the dipole moment may

also change, and this change will produce an observable external

electric field.

Crystal Symmetries
Pyroelectric materials are noncentrosymmetrical crystals having a

unique axis along which the spontaneous polarization exists. Among the

32-point group symmetries of crystalline solids, 21 are noncentrosymmetric

classes, 10 of which can exhibit spontaneous polarization (triclinic, 1;

monoclinic, m and 2; orthorhombic, 2rm; trigonal, 3 and 3m; tetragonal,

4 and 4am; and hexagonal, 6 and 6m). Nye (Ref 16) clarifies which

6



axis direction the polarization vector may exist. In point group 1

t4., the vector 3[ is not determined by symmetry and it has three nonzero

components in a rectangular coordinate system. In point group m,

symmetry requires T to lie in the mirror plane and it has two nonzero

components. In the other eight point groups, symmetry requires " to

lie parallel to the unique rotational axis. In these point groups,

therefore, 3 has only one nonzero component. The most important

pyroelectric crystals studied seriously for detector applications

belong to the latter eight point groups. Examples of common pyro-

electrics are given in Table II.

Table II

Pyroelectric Crystalline Properties

Pyroelectric Curie
Coefficient Point Temperature

X Group T
Mterial (Cc2 0 ') <Tc (Ak) Ref

Tourmaline 4x10- 10  3m (20)

Triglycine-Sulphate (TGS) 4x10-8  2 322 (15)

Lithium Tantalate (LIT203) 1.9x109 3m (15)
6x10 (20)

Strontium-Barium-Niobate 6.0x10 8  4rm (15)
(SBN)

Polyvinylidene Fluoride 0.3x10 "8  2mm (15)(PVF 2 )

Pyroelectric Detector

Most practical point pyroelectric detectors are made of thin

wafers of pyroelectric crystals. The polarization of the crystal is

oriented so that it is normal to the two electroded surfaces as shown

in Figure 1. (The arrow indicating the polarization direction is shown

7
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a b
Figure 1. Pyroelectric Detector Electrode Configuration a)

Face Electrode, b) Edge Electrode.

within the material). Both the face electrode and the edge electrode

configurations form a parallel-plate capacitor, modelling the detector

as a circuit element. For the face electrode, a gold-black (Ref 1)

coating may be used as the electrode material while also increasing the

detector responsivity. However, for the edge electrode configuration

the only function of the surface coating is to increase detector

responsivity.

If F is the polarization (dipole per unit volume), both spontaneous

and induced, of the pyroelectric it may be related to the macroscopic

electric displacement by

! t): o t)+ I)(2)
0

where t is the electric field vector, co is the free space permitivity,

and V D-Tp, where p is the bound surface charge of the material.

8



Since V. P- it follows that the electric field vector is
0 0

- due not only to the real charge p, but also exists where V.15 1 0 (at

such a point there is said to be a polarization charge). Under constant

conditions real charge p eventually accumulates at points where V .V 1 0

and thus neutralizes the dipole field. A change of temperature or

stress will change the permanent lattice polarization and flow of

charge will neutralize the new value of V.7 at a rate determined by the

electric conductivity. In this case the current set up in the exter-

nal circuit (the pyroelectric current) is required to be related to

the input radiation flux.

Consider the electrode arranged in Figure 1(a), where the ferro-

electric domains have been oriented in an electric field to give the

polarization vector F in the direction between the electrodes, i.e.,

in the x-direction. When the displacement current is included the

current density J in the x direction of the pyroelectric is:
aDx

J = exEx + - (3)

where aex is the electrical conductivity. However, Y is a function of

., so that if Xx is the susceptibility, and Pxs is the spontaneous

polarization, then

Px = Pxs + Xx Ex (4)

The equation of continuity requires that V'J = 0, or in this case

- = 0. Hence, J is a function of t only and is independent of x.

Substitution of equaticn 4 into equation 3 yields,

+a E aPxs) (5)J)= exE x +- € x +

where c = co (1 + Xx) is the dielectric constant. The total current

. flowing out of the pyroelectric if the electrodes have a sensitive area



A is

I :AJ :Oex Ex A + (C E x A) + P xs A (6)

Notice when 0 0, the pyroelectric crystal still shows a polarization

and
3P xs AT

I : - Pxs A A A-M It(7)

where Xx is defined as the pyroelectric coefficient. From

equation 7, if the temperature is constant in time then I = 0. There-

fore, only a change in temperature produces an observable electrical

signal.

Material Conductance & Dielectric Loss Factor

The detector electrode configuration is used to determine the

electrical capacitance of the pyroelectric, however, the electrical

conductance remains to be determined. The electrical and thermocon-

ductivities can be related by state equations (Ref 16). The relation-

ship between the electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties are

described by three principal effects. However, when an isotropic

crystal is clamped the relationship between electrical and thermal

properties is described by the heat capacity, the permitivity, and the

coupling effect of pyroelectricity. The state equations showing the

differential change of the crystal entropy is described by

dS = Ai dEi + (CE/T)dT (8)

where the subscripts denote vector components and the differential

change of the electric displacement is given by

dDi = c dEi + Ai dT (9)

where Di, Ei, S, and T are the displacement field components, electric

field components, entropy, and temperature respectively. The coefficients

10



X i si' and CE are the dielectric permitivity, pyroelectric coefficient,

and heat capacity at constant electric field. By manipulating the

above state equations and applying the second law of thermodynamics

the relationship between the thermoconductivity and the material elec-

trical conductance can be determined. The derivation is presented in

Appendix A; the resulting expression for the conductance of the pyro-

electric, for a lossy material, in the frequency domain is given as

gd = (X 2lTf) 2 TA (10)
gR(1 + (2,f TTH) 2 )

where TT = CEb/gR, the thermal response time (dielectric relaxation

time), and gR = 4noT3 , where n is the emissivity, and a is the Stephan

Boltzmann constant. For 2f >> 1/TTH, 9d = X2 TA/gRTTH2 and for TTH

-14 110.2 sec the g= 7.56 x 10- Notice that TTH is dependent upon

the material thickness, therefore, given a material with thickness

b = 1 jm, TTH = 0.408 sec. When TTH is small the condition 2f >> I/TTH

in which case the material conductance is assumed constant. Notice

that for 2nf << i/TTH the conductance is not linear, however, the re-

quirement states that for linearity to exist 27if >> I/TTH must be sat-

isfied.

The dielectric loss can also be derived, based upon the definition

of g, and is given as

tan6 Xb 2 (11)

Rco(1 + (2nf Tm) )9R

where ER is constant over the range of frequencies of interest and

tan6 - 2.66 x 10- 22 - for 2nf >> I/TTH. Therefore, the material conductance

is constant over frequencies greater than the thermal response fre-

quency, and the loss tangent is inversely proportional with frequency

11



over this range.

With a uniform change of temperature the pyroelectric effect can

be described by the mathematical relationship between the polarization

vector and the temperature of the material. Only 10 noncentrosymmetric

crystals have a unique axis along which polarization may occur exhib-

iting spontaneous polarization. The relationship between the macro-

scopic electric displacement and polarization determine the polari-

zation-temperature relationship of the pyroelectric effect.

The dielectric losses of the pyroelectric are described by the

differential changes in the macroscopic electrical and thermodynamic

properties. However, since the losses are small the dielectric

permitivity may be assumed constant. The relationship between the

electrical and thermal conductivities is also given by the pyroelectric

coupling effect. The pyroelectric detector can physically be modeled

as a current source in parallel connection with a capacitance and a loss

resistance which is approximately constant for all frequencies. To

describe the nature of the detector response to incident radiation it

is necessary to obtain a solution to a heat flow equation. In the next

chapter, the solution is used to describe the relationship of the

incident radiation and the output electrical signal.

12



III. Detector Signal Model

When the pyroelectric detector absorbs a time-varying radiation

its temperature rises, changing its surface charge, and developing an

electrical response across the detector capacitance. The detector will

respond to any spectrum of radiation from warm objects, cold objects,

or laser sources, as long as the radiation is absorbed and converted

into heat to change the temperature of the pyroelectric.

A common approach of describing the detector characteristics is

by a response transfer function due to modulated radiation (Ref 20;

Ref 15). Modulation of the incident radiation can be accomplished with

a chopper (Ref 24; Ref 10) or by pulsating the radiation from the

source. The modulation may be sinusoidal (Ref 20), step-like (Ref 26),

or rectangular pulses (Ref 24). The response transfer function is

found by solving a heat equation (Ref 5) with appropriate initial and

boundary conditions.

Thermal Responsivity

In order to calculate the thermal responsivity, the rate of

temperature change dAT/dt, of the crystal has to be known. The thermal

properties can be described by the differential equation of conduction

of heat in an isotropic solid with a source term due to the absorption

of radiation by the crystal (Ref 5:9)

CEbA L = F(t) - gRA AT (12)

where F(t) = incident modulated radiation

= Volume specific heat at constant

= radiative loss conductance per unit area

13



T change in surface temperature

A sensitive detector area

b detector thickness

= emissivity

The first term on the right-hand side represents the temperature rise

due to illumination and the second term describes the heat losses in

the device. The term on the left-hand side is the transient tempera-

ture variation with time. The total incident radiation power F(t) is

uniformly received by a pyroelectric wafer with emissivity, equivalent

to the absorbtivity, of approximately unity. The thermal capacity of

the detector, CT = CEbA, and the thermal conductance, GT = gRA, can

be used to describe the thermal response time. For a detector it is

desirable that CT be low and GT be made as small as possible.

The solution to equation 12 can be obtained by using frequency

domain techniques assuming the thermal capacity and conductance as

constant parameters. The steady-state solution for T is given as

AT(f) + 'fTTM ) (13)

where F(f) is the frequency domain representation of F(t) and TTH

A is the thermal time constant. Remember that the detector only9R

responds to a time change in temperatur'e.

As a capacitive device, the surface charge on the electrodes of

the detector can be given by

AQ(f) = AAP XAAT(f) (14)

producing an open-circuit voltage,

A(f) X b AT(f) (15)
Cd CR 0

14



A
where Cd = oeR *p is the detector capacitance and cR is the dielectric

constant of the material. The current is given by

AI(f) J21rf Cd AV(f) (16)

Therefore, from equation 15 and equation 16, respectively, the voltage

and current (Ref 31; Ref 8) responsivities are given as (Ref 15),

respectively,
SX TTH VoltIR Mf = -¢~o WART2f TH (17)

SJ2irf TTH

( b (1 + J27f TTH) at(18)

The magnitudes of both responsivities, normalized to unity, are plotted

in Figure 2. The voltage responsivity of the detector is determined by

the two parameters _ X and TTH, and the current responsivity by
CEcOR • A

the two parameters 1.A and TTH. It is apparent that the voltage response
CF b

decreases while the current response increases as the frequency in-

creases. It should be noted that the decreasing voltage response is

comparable with the dielectric nature of the pyroelectric crystal since

the dielectric loss tangent has a similar response.

A block diagram of the transfer of incident radiation through the

pyroelectric to yield an output signal is shown in Figure 3 where the

pyroelectric voltage and current in the frequency domain are given,

respectively, by

V(f) = F(f)nXT (19)
CECd b(1 + j2if TT)

and
I(f) = Ffln J21if TT (20)

C7b(l + j2fff TmH)

15
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Figure 2. Pyroelectric Detector Normalized Responsivity
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F(t) IRiIV V(f) H-Vo,(t)

Figure 3. Pyroelectric Detector Block Diagram

where F(M) denotes the Fourier Transform of F(t).
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Detector Load - Preamplfier

By applying an external load or a preamplfier to the detector,

the electrical bandwidth response may be broadened or narrowed for

choice of load value. The load therefore is used to determine the

electrical time constant for the detector. Throughout the analysis the

electrical time constant is calculated for the preamplifier networks

with the distinction between configurations made by subscripting the

parameter Te. The subscripts range from 0 to 3 and are omitted when

the general case is inferred.

Consider the case when an external resistance is connected across

the detector electrodes, the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 4.

Cd Rd R

La b
Figure 4. Pyroelectric Detector Equivalent Circuit with Load Re-

sistance a) Thevenin, b) Norton.

For the circuit in Figure 4(a) the voltage transfer response in the

frequency-domain is given by

F(f) j2nf T X (21)V O CE Cdb(j2f + 1/TTH)(j2rf + (/Te

'/eo)

where Te =RdR Cd/(Rd + R) - R Cd is the electrical time constant.

The approximation is dependent upon Rd >> R. In Appendix B the

condition is shown to exist for all frequencies.

17
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Figure 5. Voltage Mode Detector Equivalent Circuit:

a) Actual Circuit, b) Equivalent Circuit.

For the current transfer configuration in Figure 4(b), the voltage

response in thie frequency-domain is also given by equation 21. There-

fore, it is apparent that the two transfer responses are Thevenin and

Norton equivalences of a capacitive element. However, a voltage and

a current mode configuration can be described by the choice of a pre-

amplifier network.

Voltage Mode Preamplifier. When operating the high-impedance

pyroelectric detector in the voltage mode, a high-impedance field-

effect-transistor (FET) is used to sense the voltage across the detec-

tor electrodes. The actual circuit is shown in Figure 5(a), where the

FET is connected in the source follower configuration, R. is the load

resistance, CO is the input capacitance, and Rs is the FET source re-

sistance.

18



The limiting fall off at low frequencies (d.c.) is determined by

the pyroelectric material itself when Te " TTH, and by the equivalent

FET preamplifier input resistance when TT < Te . The FET circuit

equivalence is analyzed for a mid-frequency range determined by the

thermal time constant and the internal capacitance and resistance of

the FET (Ref 33). At high frequencies the FET can be described by a

hybrid-pi equivalent circuit (Ref 23) such that Figure 5(a) is reduced

to an equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5(b), where av is the voltage

gain, Vout/Vo, determined by the internal capacitances and conductances,

Ri rdsIIRsjjRt the input resistance, and rds is the drain-to-source

resistance. For an FET rds >> Rs so that Ri becomes Rs IRt.

The transfer function for the voltage mode configuration (Ref 20:

264) becomes
J2nf n X av

(f) CECd b (j27f + 1/TTH)(j2nf + 1/T el()

where Te =ReCe = (RdlIRi)(Cd + Co). For the case when Rd >> Ri and
Cd >> Co, then Tel = Ri Cd and Te < TTH so thatLR(f) is given as the

solid line in Figure 6. The maximum value of responsivity occurs where

1 17-7 << 2nf << T- and is found to be
-H el _ R a

(23)
1 1

In the case 2nf >> and 2lif >> it follows that
el mH

IR 2wf : (24)

Ce

which is the largest responsivity bandwidth product obtainable from a

material using a flat response amplifier. Varying both CE and Ce re-

sult in a trade-off between the responsivity and the bandwidth of the

19
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detector. It is important to note that this product is independent of

the load resistance. By use of a frequency compensated amplifier, a

large (L 2wf) product seems theoretically possible without sacrificing

signal-to-noise ratio (Ref 8:163). For the case when Rd 2- R, or

large Rt and Cd >> C0 then Te2 > TTH, and Te2  (d IRi)Cd = RiCd,

where the approximation is dependent upon the dielectric nature of the

pyroelectric. The maximum value of responsivity, therefore, occurs

where 1/Te2 << 2,if << I/TTH and is given in equation 23.

Current Mode Preamplfier. When operating the pyroelectric detec-

tor in the current mode configuration, it is desirable to detect the

change in current produced by the change in temperature. The actual

circuit used to monitor the change iz shown in Figure 7(a), where C0

is the input capacitance on the operational amplifier having an open

loop gain av. The operational amplifier is connected in the inverting

mode configuration. As a general property of the inverting-amplifier

curcuit the impedance connected between the input and output appears

across the input terminals reduced by the factor I plus the voltage

gain of the amplifier (known as the Miller-Effect). Therefore, the

impedance seen by the detector is reduced significantly lower than Rd

(Ref 12:481), Figure 7(b).

The transfer function for the current mode configuration becomes
f j2nf n X avUa(f) (25)

C Cd b (J2lf + I/TTH)(J27f + I/Te3)

where Te3 = ReCe = (RdItRf/(1 + av))(Cd + Co + Cf • (1 + av)). When

Zf is a parallel combination of a feedback resistance and small leak-

age capacitance, and for the case when Rd>> 1Rf/( + a>), Cd " C0 +

Cf ' (1 + a%), then Te 3  RfCd/(1 + av). Since the voltage gain of an

21
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Figure 7. Current Mode Detector Equivalent Circuit:

a) Actual Circuit, b) Equivalent Circuit.

operational amplifier is much greater than I, Te3 < TTH for all practi-

cal values of Rf. The transfer response is shown as the dash line in

Figure 6, also notice that Rf/(1 + av ) < Ri so that the current mode

response extends further beyond the voltage mode response for TTH > Te2.

Model Performance

Analyzing the transfer function given by equation 22 and equation

25, the pyroelectric detector and amplifier can be modeled as a linear

bandpass filter. The output voltage response due to an incident radia-

tion pulse of width to and amplitude Fo can therefore be given by

(Ref 24:1441)

22



Fo n X av  -t/T t/Te' ~ ~Vout( t] = (db(1 (e e e'/)u(t)-

cECd b - (26)

-(t - to/TTH -(t - to)/T
(e - e )u(- to0)}

The output voltage for t < to is identical to the step-signal response

of the detector (Ref 26:3742). The peak value Vp of the response is

reached at time tp < to,
Te TT

tp= Te TTi n (Te/TTH) (27)

for Te i TTH is given by
T a

Fo= nXa vTH(Te ) e (28)
CCd b T 28

Fo n x av T e
For the case whenT >> Te, V :o e . For Te  RCd

TTH p -CE b
and R is small enough for the condition TTH >> Te to hold, the peak

value of the voltage is proportional to R, and independent of TTH. For
Fo n x av TTH

Te >> TTH , on the other hand Vp = , so that for a sampleCECdb
with small TTH and/or large R, the peak value of the voltage is

proportional to T and independent of the load resistance. In anyF0 lnA av TTH

given sample, -.-- HEC --- T.-- is the upper limit value of Vp.

Equation 26 candbe plotted, for Fo . av - unity and values for the

parameters used given in Table I, for several cases. For the case when

Te = 0.2864 sec << TTH = 10.2 sec and to = 8.0 sec > tp = 1.05 sec, the

rise time Te is approximately tp, and the decay time is given as TTH.

For the case when to = 1.0 sec < t = 1.05 sec, the signal does not

reach the maximum peak, however, the peak voltage is given by
Fo  X v (-t/T T  • - t/Te

V (t 0 ) F 0 nxav (e 0 eo (29)
0 1 1d e TH

23



occurring at the end of the pulse and shown by the dotted line in Figure

8.

For the case when TTH = 10.2 sec < Te = 10.2 sec and to = 32 sec >

tp = 26 sec, the rise time TTH is approximately tp and the decay time

is given as Te . However, t p TTH presents a long delay time and

usually to << t. In this case, in Figure 9, the output signal peak

is again given as equation 29, and the dotted line represents the case

for tp = 26 sec > t o = 8.0 sec.

For the case when the incident radiation consists of a pulse

train, the response for Te = 0.2864 sec < TTH = 10.2 sec, to = 8.0 sec >

tp = 1.05 sec and a duty cycle of 50% is shown in Figure 10. The

value for Te = 0.2864 requires R z I010 such that the separation be-

tween pulses of the response are clearly resolved. The output shown

resembles the input pulse train to some degree such that the pulse

repetition rate may be measured as the time between pulse peaks. The

pulse on-off times t i and tf may be obtained such that t. = t - Te

and tf = tp + to - Te. Therefore, to = t f - t i and the pulse width is

measurable when the positive and negative peaks are observable. A

collection of signal responses are found in Appendix C for various duty

cycles and pulse widths. Notice that it is possible to obtain a close

resemblance of the pulse input for the case when T > Te and t tp

Therefore, to obtain an output for pulse width on the order of milli-

seconds and for TTH = 10.2 sec an electrical time constant must be on

the order of 1 x 10-5 sec or say a load resistance of 8 x 10+5&.

summar

The pyroelectric detector can be modeled as a linear bandpass

filter. The response of the detector is determined by both the thermal
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and electrical time constants determined by the material properties

and preamplifier load, respectively. The linear properties of the

sensor are therefore dependent upon the large detector resistance which

is approximately constant over frequency.

When operating the detector with a voltage mode preamplifier the

load resistance value greatly affects the detector response. For

R n R (very large) the electrical bandwidth is narrow and ranges over

frequencies less than I/TTH. However, for R << Rd, the bandwidth is

broader over frequencies greater than i/TT. The current mode of

operation assumes a small feedback capacitance which is very small with

respect to open loop amplifier gain and an effective load resistance

much less than Rd. Therefore, the current mode is associated as a

broad band detector which can similarly be stated as providing fast

detection.

For signal detection of pulses with a small pulse width it would

be desirable to operate the detector in the current mode. For output

signals resembling the incident radiation the pulse widths must be

greater than the time for the signal to reach its maximum peak value.

The detector can be operated in both voltage and current modes for

modulating frequencies greater than the reciprocral of the thermal

time constant. However, for frequencies less than the thermal

response frequency the detector must have an equivalent load resistance

approximately equal to the detector resistance.

28



IV. Detector Noise Model

The noise expected from the different sources in a pyroelectric

point detector are described by a composite noise circuit, by relating

the noise power density to an ensemble average noise current. Ex-

pressions are presented for the following noise sources: (1) tempera-

ture-fluctuation noise from the detector, (2) dielectric loss tangent

noise from the detector, (3) preamplifier thermal load noise, (4) pre-

amplifier gate current noise, and (5) preamplifier noise voltage.

The practical pyroelectric detector ti'ansducers not only radia-

tion but also noise. In an ideal case, thece is no other loss of heat

except the radiation, and the noise present is due to the temperature-

fluctuation of the incident radiation. In practice, the transduction

of radiation into an electrical signal is not ideal, and the electrical

response needs amplification to be useful. The performance of practical

pyroelectric detectors is thus degraded from the ideal detector because

of the transducer efficiency, and the additional noise sources re-

sulting from the dielectric loss of the pyroelectric and load resistance

of the preamplifier. Analyzing each noise source generated by the sen-

sor, a composite noise circuit can be obtained. It is assumed that

each noise source is generated independently of the others.

Detector Noise Sources

Temperature-Fluctuation Noise. The theoretical limiting noise in

an ideal pyroelectric detector is temperature-fluctuation noise (Ref 34:

11-28). Consider the pyroelectric detector as a small black-body re-

ceiving radiation, the radiation gives rise to a temperature increase

AT of the black-body. The differential equation of the system

29
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(Ref 27:212)

CE b A + gR A AT 0(t) (30)

where 0(t) is the random fluctuation in power exchanged between the

detector and its surroundings, with a mean-square fluctuation given by

= 4kT2 gR A Af, W2  (31)

where () denotes ensemble average. The spectral density (Ref 29:409)

is given by
S (f) 4kT2 gR A (Joule) 2

sec (32)

which is constant over all frequencies, f, of interest (White noise),

and therefore the corresponding input noise current source has a

spectral density given by

SiTMf = 4kT2 g, AIR,(f) 12 - 4kT2A(27Tf)2 n2X2 (Amp)2sec (33)

SR(Tf+(2 nf TT) 2)

The average noise current is given by N117= i SiTf)df, and the

spectral density is plotted in Figure 11. For the case when 2vf <<

kT2f) SiTM22 21 .14 x 10- 0 f2 Amp2sec, and when'Ir' SI~f) = g1R 4kT gRAn2 X

211f >> i M SiT(f) 1 x I0 - 3 3 (Amp)2sec. It is ap-

parent that the sensor unit acts a linear filter coloring the white

noise at low frequencies (2wf << 1/TTH).

Dielectric Loss Noise. The thermal noise of the detector itself

can be described by the Johnson-Nyquist relation where the noise is

attributed to the velocity fluctuations of the electrons (charge

carriers) in the device resistance Rd. If the detector has a capaci-

tance Cd and a dielectric loss factor tan 6, and the loss conductance,

gd " 2wf Cd tand, then the noise source has a spectral density (Ref 31:

590).
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Figure 11. Temperature-Fluctuation Noise Power Spectral Density

Sid(f) 4kT gd 4kT2nf Cd tan6 (Amp)2sec (34)

The noise spectral density is consistent with the Johnson-Nyquist noise

definition (Ref 36:469), however, for tan6 = constant it is inconsis-

tent with the power spectral density definition that Sid(f) > 0 for

all frequencies (Ref 17:338 ). When the pyroelectric material has a

low intrinsic dielectric loss, the dielectric loss tangent is given by

equation 11 (see also Appendix A). Therefore, substituting equation 11

into equation 32, the noise spectral density becomes

Sid(f) 4kT2 (2 f) 2A X2: .~ 2(Amp) 2 sec (5gn (1 + (2n f TTH )2

It is apparent that the temperature-fluctuation noise and dielectric

loss noise are equivalent for low intrinsic dielectric loss materials.
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Amplifier Noise Sources

Load Thermal Noise. The amplifier circuit described for both the

current and voltage modes in chapter three consisted of an external

resistance connected across the detector electrodes. The noise current

generated by the random motion of charge carriers within the resistance

has a spectral density (Ref 36:469-70) given by

S kT (Amp) 2sec (36)

and is described by 477-'. For a load resistance of 8 x 105a, SiL:

1.07 x 10- 26 Amp 2 sec.

Gate Current Noise. At the input of both the junction FET ampli-

fier stage and the operational amplifier, there is an additional noise

source. Two d.c. currents, Igi and Ig 2 , flow across the gate junction

giving full-shot noise (Ref 33:54)so that the noise spectral density

is given by

Sig = 2e (IgI + Ig2 ) (Amp)2sec (37)

where e is the electron charge. When IgI and Ig2 are equal and opposite

one another the sun becomes 21 0. Therefore, the spectral density be-

comes

Sig = 4e I (Amp)2sec (38)

Typically, the gate current is approximately 10- 17 amp such that

Sig z 6.4 x 10- 36 Amp 2sec.

Amplifier Noise Voltage. If the amplifier has an equivalent noise

resistance, Rn, then the amplifier noise at the output has a spectral

density (Ref 31: 591 )

S vn 4kT Rn  (Volts)2sec (39)
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For an FET, Rn is typically 10 4, and S 1.65 x 10"16 (Volts)2sec.

Noise Equivalent Circuit

The equivalent circuit of the sensor unit including the noise

sources is shown in Figure 12 (Ref 15:18) where Ce is the preamplifier

equivalent capacitance, and the noise current sources are as described

previously. The rms (average) noise currents and noise voltage are

obtained by integrating the noise power spectral density over a fre-

quency bandwidth B extending from - to -.

Assuming the noise sources are independent of one another, the

total noise power spectrum is given as

S(f) (SiT(f) + Sid(f) + Sj+ Sig)IH(f)12 + S (40)

where H=(f) Re/(0 + j2wf Te) , Re = Rdi IR., and Te = R(Cd + C). Sub-

stituting equations 33, 35, 36, 38, and 39 into equation 40 yields

8kT2(2wf) 2 A 2 4kT Re2
S(f) :( -  + 4e I) 2 + 4kT Rn

gR(1 + (27'f TTH)2) Re g (1 + (2wf Te )(e e (41)
(Volt) 2sec

When the detector conductivity gd in equation 34 is approximated as a

constant, the detector and amplifier Johnson noises can be lumped

together (Ref 20:264). The limiting noise term becomes the tempera-

ture-fluctuation noise and dielectric loss noise. For the range of

practical values of R,, it will always be much less than Rd. There-

fore, for R. = 8 x 105Q and 2rf <,< /Te the amplifier Johnson noise

becomes the dominant noise contribution and for f > 16 KHz the voltage

amplifier noise is dominant.

Summary

The pyroelectric detector-preamplifier sensor unit has a
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theoretically limiting noise due to the random fluctuations in the

material temperature. However, this theoretical noise limit is not

reached since the practical detector is dominated by the thermal

noise of the preamplifier resistance. Therefore, the thermal noise

generated by the load resistance is considered as the dominant source

for frequencies less than 1/2ir Te . The preamplifier network essen-

tially limits the range of the noise power spectrm, and thereby colors

the noise source characteristics. The thermal noise influence can be

significantly reduced by choice of a large load resistance on the

order of the detector resistance. Whether the condition is possible or

not depends upon a value for Re 101" is practically obtainable.
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V. Noise Filtering & Signal Response

By comparison of the average noise power with the average signal

magnitude, the detectibility of the signal from noise can be deter-

mined. Often it is possible to match a filter to the time reverse of

the signal waveform in order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

with white noise. The noise may be filtered in such a manner as to

frequency compensate the effect of the sensor band limiting effect upon

the noise so as to flatten the noise spectrum over all frequencies.

This filtering is called whitening such that the resultant noise power

spectrum is constant over a practical range of frequencies.

The SNR provides the necessary information to determine which

parameters influence the signal power the most when compared with the

noise power. The SNR is defined as the ratio of the average instan-

taneous peak signal to the average noise such that

) 2 r V(f)e
+ j2nf

t df

SNR = V - a*, (42)

CY n (f S v (f)df

where V(f) and Sv(f) were defined by equations 27 and 41, respectively.

The SNR at the output of the matched filter, sampled at the signal

peak, is compared to the SNR at the sensor output. The ratio of the

SNR's can be used to show the effect of the filter network upon the

signal processing.

Pyroelectric Detector Sensor Unit SNR

With the dominant Johnson noise the noise power spectrum given by

equation 42 reduces to
4kT Re2

S (f) k e)2 (43)
R1 0+ (2lf Te)
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The SNR for the sensor unit shown in Figure 12 is obtained by

substituting equation 21 and equation 43 into equation 42. For a

pulse of amplitude Fo and width to the SNR sampled at time to is given

/T e-t/Te
Fo n2 X. R (TT e 2 (e't/T e

SNR F=T T) e0)
(CEb) 2 2kT R C (Tm -T

e d T e

where voltage gain is unity.

A typical example of the magnitude of the SNR can be obtained

using the values in Table I, and t0 = 1 x 10-3 sec. For T., > Te, the

SNR1 = Fo2 6.032 x 10 and for Te > TTH, the SNRI = F 2 4.288 x 1020.

Noise Filter Network

The noise with the power spectral density given in equation 43

is a nonwhite noise, which can be whitened by applying a frequency

compensation filter (whitening filter, E(f)) (Ref 35:490). The non-

white noise is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian noise. The sensor

output signal is distorted when passing through the whitening filter,

however, with white noise the optimum detection of the signal from

white noise can be achieved with a matched filter, lm(f), (Ref 35)

used to maximize the SNR at the filter output. A block diagram of the

Optical Receiver including the filter network is shown in Figure 13.

Whitening Filter. Since equation 43 satisfies the Paley-Wiener

condition (Ref 35:489) (the linear increase in frequency of the filter

must have an upper bound), there exists a linear filter with a trans-

fer function Hwf), which has a realizable inverse and for which

Ill 2  N°0 1
Jwf gM(45)

v
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Figure 13. Block Diagram of the Optical Receiver

The N012 term is defined as the power spectrum for a stationary, zero-

mean Gaussian noise process (Ref 35:189). The filter Hw(f) is called a

whitening filter and described by

Hw(f) 1 RN (1 + j2wf Te) (46)

The transfer response of cascading the whitening filter and the sensor

unit together is given as

Vo(f)Hw(f) j2wf n X av Te R9N 0
(f) : f CE C d b (j2f + /T TH)2Re (47)

For a pulse of width to and amplitude Fo, the output signal voltage is

given by
(e~~ N -to/TTut_/Tu t ol

Fo n X av  RPNo -(t - t) ttV(t 2b 2kt (48)

The noise power spectrum (Ref 17:350) is given as

S(f)S(f),Hw(f = N 0 (49
V VL
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therefore, substituting into equation 42, the SNR becomes

SN oavIXe-t°O/TTH RL(0
= (Wb ± t/rh 2  N (50)

where. in the limit as B the frequency. bandwidth goes to infinity, the

SNR2 goes to zero.

Matched Filter. A filter whose impulse response is a delayed,

time-reversed version of Vw (t) (equation 48) is called a matched filter,

matched to the signal portion of Vw(t) (Ref 30:311). Since the noise

from the whitening filter has a power density No/2 it is possible to

obtain an output from a matched filter Vs( ts ) that is considerably

greater when a pulse is incident upon the detector that when F't) = 0.

Therefore, the filter makes the instantaneous power in Vs(t s ) as large

as possible compared to the average power in the noise at time ts . In

Figure 13, Hm(f) is the transfer function of the matched filter with

its output sampled at time ts, given as

S -j2nf t (Hm(f) = K Vw(f) e (51)

where denotes the complex conjugate. The impulse response of the

matched filter for a rectangular pulse signal is given as

=K F0 av n X RNo  ( (t-ts)/TTHU  (t-ts+t0 )/TTHu(hm(t) c- ( t e tTt0)

(52)

where K is a scaling factor introduced by Hm(f). For the receiver

network, the output signal may be obtained by multiplication of the

frequency domain representation of F(t) by the product of the responsiv-

ity and filter transfer function of the receiver.
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Filter Output

For the receiver network shown in Figure 13, the output voltage

Vs(ts ) due to an input F(t) = Fo(U(t) - U(t - to)), is given by

V5  s (Fo 2t

- It-tsi/TTH -It-ts+toI/ TH -It-ts-to1/TTH (53)

e -(e -e I
2

which was obtained from the inverse fourier transform of (Ref 17:340)

s) K(F0 av r 2 R£N°  (1 - cos 2 f ) -j2 f t s

V2 CkTgR (1f)2 + IT 2 ) e

It is possible to obtain the energy Cf' the output signal by applying

Parseval's Theorem (Ref 36:35) to equation 53.

The sampling time ts is chosen when the signal peak is maximum.

The SNR is therefore maximum when Ref (36:312)

22

SNR3  IV (f)Hw(fl2 df (55)
0

which becomes (Ref 11:447),

SNR3  ( 2 ) L (1 - e o/ ) (56)
C2bkTgR

For the case when Te > TTH, R z I012Q, av = 103, and SNR3

F 2 9.808 x 1025 then SNR3/SNR1 = 2.28 x 105. For the case when

TTH > Te - 109I, av: 103, and SNR3 : F0 2 9.808 x 1022 then

SNR3/SNR I = 1 .62 x 106. Therefore, an improvement in SNR is possible

with the cascaded filtering network, and between detector modes of

operation there is a difference of 10.
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Summary !

The thermal noise generated by the load resistance is colored by

the preamplifier netwnrk. The colored noise spectrum dominates over

the signal spectrum at frequencies less than /T . The signal-to-
e

noise ratio can be improved by a factor of 106 with a cascaded network

of whitening filter and matched filter connected with the sensor unit.

The combination of cascaded filter network and sensor unit comprise

the optical receiver. The signal detection is optimized when the

matched filter has a transfer response given by equation 52.
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VI. Conclusion

From the list of thermal detectors known to date, the pyroelectric

detector is a promising addition to useful detectors. The pyroelectric

nature of the crystalline material is determined by its unique proper-

ties, of noncentrosymmetry and single coefficient of pyroelectricity, to

produce a current signal due to changes in the material temperature.

The pyroelectric transduces not only IR radiation but also noise sig-

nals which are detectable at the sensor output. The responsivity of

the detector can be described to produce either a current or a voltage

due to the capacitive nature of the pyroelectric.

The detector signal output can be monitored by applying either a

current or voltage mode preamplifier network. The choice of the load

resistance of the preamplifier is used to determine the frequency band-

width of the sensor response. For the current mode it is possible that

the bandwidth will be broad for a resistance much less than the detec-

tor resistance, and extends for frequencies greater than the thermal

response frequency. However, for the voltage mode the sensor has a

narrow band frequency response for very large load resistances at fre-

quencies less than the thermal response frequency and a broadband

response for small resistances similar to the current mode.

No matter in what mode the detector is operated the output voltage

is modeled by the same equation. The desirable operating constraint is

that incident pulse width be greater than the time for the detector to

reach a maximum output.

Thermally generated noise from the load resistance dominates the

noise power spectrum for values of Re > Rn and f < I/2nTe . Thermally

generated noise within the detector is described by the dielectric
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nature of the pyroelectric and called dielectric loss noise. It can

be shown that the dielectric loss noise, for a low intrinsic dielectric

loss material, is on the order of the theoretically limiting noise due

to temperature-fluctuations.

Since the nonwhite thermal noise from the sensor dominates the

noise spectrum, a small equivalent load resistance is desired. The con-

straint limits the detector operation to the broad-band configuration.

It is, therefore, possible to detect narrow pulse widths for modulation

frequencies greater than the thermal response frequency. With fre-

quency compensation of the noise spectral density the noise is whitened.

The detector signal may then be optimally detected by a matched filter.

Further work necessary upon the detector design will consist of a

description of the uniformity between pyroelectrics such that their use

in detector arrays may be possible. It was noted that such work is in

progress, however, much remains to be determined.
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Appendix A

Material Conductance & Dielectric Loss Factor

The purpose of this Appendix is to present the relation between

the detector loss tangent and the radiative and thermal conductance.

The connection can be demonstrated via thermodynamic arguments. The

material parameters contributing to the pyroelectric voltage response

and the temperature-fluctuation noise are the pyroelectric coefficient,

the dielectric constant, and the volume specific heat. The measured

values of these parameters, however, depend on whether or not the pyro-

electric is free to change its volume and shape. When the crystal is

mechanically clamped and restrictions imposed upon change in shape, the

secondary pyroelectricity is reduced. The properties of the pyro-

electric are therefore described by the electric displacement and the

entropy of the crystal.

In a pyroelectric material the coupling between the electrical and

thermal properties is described by the following expressions (Ref 16:

Ch 10; 28). The electric displacement can be written in differential

form as

dDi = C0(1 + Xe)dEi + Ps = c dEi + Xi dT (A-1)

where Di, Ei, and Xi are electric displacement, electric field, and

pyroelectric vector components respectively, c is the dielectric

permitivity, Xe is the susceptibility, T is the material temperature, and

Ps is the spontaneous polarization. The differential change in entropy is

given by dS = Xi dEi + ( -)dT (A-2)

where S is the entropy and CE is the heat capacity at constant electric
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field (denoted by superscript E) and Ai is the electrocaloric vector

component. For a reversible change of polarization and temperature Ai

in equation A-i and equation A-2 are the same. Piezoelectric contri-

butions are not included. In order to simplify these equations,

assume that the pyroelectric material belongs to one of the eight

uniaxial crystals in which the dielectric tensor is diagonal. In this

case, there is only one pyroelectric component, which is taken to be X.

Due to the coupling of the electrical and thermal properties, the

measured dielectric function along the polar axis, c x = c (see Figure

1(a)), is dependent upon T. Therefore, equation A-i gives

dD dT (A-3)

dP i P i dT dT
where di = W dT -M -. The second law of thermodynamics for a

i dE
reversible change is given by

dO = TdS (A-4)

where 0 is the amount of heat flow into the crystal. Substitution of

equation A-2 into equation A-4 gives

dQ : T dE + CE dT. (A-5)

Given the thermoconductivity GT, as

GT  V d (dQ) (A-6)

where V is the volume of the crystal. Substitution of equation A-5

into equation A-6 and taking the Fourier Transform

GT -T E+ 1) . (A-7)

- fTdT

Solving equation A-7 for and substituting into equation A-3 gives,

IX2 Tr jf (A-8)
(j2wf+ i/TTH)
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whomGr ~AAsuch that TTh CEV/GT. Denoting e llc"a

Solving for c" and c' respectively,

" XT 2w(f b

R(i + (2wr TTm)
2) 

(A-9)

X2T(2 ,t)2T, TH2
C S - )(A-IO)

CEll + 12wf TTH)

Notice that for 2it >> i/TTH, c' and " a (X/CE)2 (Tg8/2ntb).

The electrical conductivity, which represents the losses, e

2wfc" can, therefore, be obtained and the conductance of a lossy mater-

ial given as
ce A X,2T (21, f) 2 AI

9d T -( T T )(A-11)
2(1 + (2 TH

For 2f i /TmB, 8d = X2TA/gR Tm and for Tmd =10.2 sec then Ad14

7.56 x 10 1 4 Ap Notice that f >> 0.0156 Hz is a required condition for

constant material conductance to exist.

Denoting gd = 2wf Cd tan6 and solving for the loss tangent,

tan6 is given as
X2T 2it b

tan6 X 2 (A-12)
R ( 1 + (2ff TmH)2)CRco

where c. is constant and for f >> 0.0156 Hz, tan6 - 2.66 x 10 - 2 -22

also when f<< 0.0156 Hz. Then tan6 - 1.39 x 10f << 2.178 x 10- 6.

The above expression exists for materials with a small dielectric con-

stant. The result that the material conductance is constant for

frequencies >> 1/2nT.,H can be extended to the realm of linear analysis

only when the condition is also extended.
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Appendix B

Electrical Time Constant

The detector resistance is shown in this Appendix dependent upon

frequency due to losses in the material conductance, however, for all

frequencies Rd is much larger than the preamplifier load resistance.

As a result the electrical time constant of the preamplifier network is

independent of Rd.

From Appendix A, the detector resistance is given as

CEb 2 . + (2Bf)2i)
TH -- r2 (B-1)

T gR A(2iif)2

For 2irf >> 2, Rd = 1.334 x 1013S and for 2nf << 1/TTH, Rd 3.247 x

109 11. For TTH = 10.2 sec, f << 0.0156 Hz such that Rd " 1.33 x

10 13 Therefore, for practical values of R(0 - 106SI), Rd >> R .

However, for very large values of R (1012), RZ Rd.

For the network shown in Figure B-i the input impedance is given as
R Rd/(Rd + R)

ZR Rd (B-2)

1 + j2nf C(-- d)
R+d

and the output voltage is given as

= Vi(f) J2ytf Cd Rd R/(Rd + R) (B-3)

0 (f) =Vi(f)H(f) (1 + j2nf(C + Cd)R Rd/(R + Rd))

where Te = (C + Cd)RL Rd/(Ri + Rd) and for Rd >> R, Cd >> C, then

Te = Rt Cd.

For the network shown in Figure B-2 the input impedance is given as

RdR/(Rd + R)

Hi(f) 1 + j2%f(C + Cd)Rd R/(Rd + R) (B-A)

and the output voltage is given by
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VolfM IlflHilf) (B-5)

wh'ere Te aRt Cd for Rd >> R., and Cd >> C.

C

_ _I0.

Figure B-I. Voltage Mode R-C Network

R R C 

Figure B-2. Current Mode R-C Network

When equation B-i is substituted into equation B-4, then the electri-

cal time constant is given as

Re C d(1 + (2irf TTH)2

Te e + y2(2Wf TH) 2

,~- ) 2 T gA '

where Cd >> C, and y )2 + 1. For R 10H - , y 7.5 x 10 +1
=1, and Te ,R Cd 1
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Appendix C

Detector Signal Response

A collection of signal responses from the sensor unit are presented

in this appendix for various inputs. The inputs range from a step

signal to pulse trains with various duty cycles. The transfer of the

pyroelectric sensor unit is given as

j2nf n X av

CE Cd b (j2fff + 1/TTH)(J2f + lT e

RnX av 1 e-t/Te 1 e-t/TTH

CE C b 1 - 1 e TH
d e

for Te >> TTH

11 (t r av  e-t/T TH
(t) d b

for TM >> T
e-

IR(t) V e Cd e

The sensor output voltage is given in the frequency domain as

Vo(f) =LR(f) F(f)

For the case when F(t) = 1 for t > 0, then F(f) = t6(f) + I/j2nf

nX a v 6(f)j2wf

Cd b (j2f + /TH)(J2nf + I/Te)

+1 1T]
(j2f + 1/TTH)(J2rf + VTe l

which becomes
V t) TXaV 1

Vo(f) A C b (j2nf + 1/TT)(J2"nf + 1/Te )
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TherefOre, the time response is

n X 1 b -t/TTm . e-t/Te

t Cd  ( e TH

for TTH >> Te, Vo(t) is plotted in Figure C-I, and for Te >> TTm,
1 for O' t to

VM(t) is plotted in Figure C-2. For the case when F(t) = 1 ese oI 1 -J211f to 0 es

then F(f) = e 1 - e
rl av  (1- ej2,rf to)

V°(f) :C E Cd -b (j2fTf + 1/TTH)(j2f + I/Te )

therefore, the time response is

m av  (e- t/TTH - e-t/e) -(e-(t - to)/TTH -e-(t - t8/Te

C) Cd b - I -)IT Te TT

which peaks at t p = (Te T T ' In (Te/TTH). Notice that for TTH >> Tel

n a -t/T -Ct -a
Vo (t) v d  Te(1 - eT L) - T1- e )

and is plotted for to > tp in Figure C-3, and for t > to in Figure C-4.

Notice also that for T e >TTm

V(t) X a TTH(1 - e TH(1 - e t 0)/T

and is plotted for to > t in Figure C-5, and for t > to in Figure C-6.

For the case when F(t) = 1 for T t < nT + to; n - integer (a pulse)0 else ; itgr(

F(f) : 1--e-- -

j2wf 1- e-j2 f
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The output voltage is plotted for T >> Te when to > t and the duty cycle

of the pulse train is 50% and 95% of the pulse period T in Figures C-7

and C-8, respectively. The output voltage is plotted for Te << TTm when

to > tp and the duty cycle of the pulse train is 50%, 75%, and 90% of

the plse period in Figures C-9, C-10, and C-11, respectively.
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